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MONTGOMERY COUNTY HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION 
STAFF REPORT 

 
Address: 10110 Day Avenue, Silver Spring Meeting Date: 4/22/2020 

 

Resource: Infill (Non-Contributing Resource) Report Date: 4/15/2020 
 Capitol View Historic District 

   

Applicant:  Susan Diamond Public Notice: 4/8/2020 
   

Review: HAWP Tax Credit: No 
   

Case Number: 31/07-20C Staff: Dan Bruechert 

 
PROPOSAL: Porch enclosure and deck replacement 

 

 
STAFF RECOMMENDATION: 

 

Staff recommends the HPC approve the HAWP. 
 

ARCHITECTURAL DESCRIPTION: 

 
SIGNIFICANCE: Infill (Non-Contributing) Resource within the Capitol View Park Historic District1  

STYLE: Colonial Revival 
DATE: 1987 
 

 
1 The subject property was within the environmental setting of the c.1916 Trible Estate (10106 Day Ave.).  The 

Estate was subdivided in 1981 and the subject property was not constructed until 1987.  So, while the Capitol View 

Park Historic District Master Plan Amendment  map shows the subject property as associated with the first era of 
development (1870-1916), the subject property retains none of the characteristics of that era and has lost all of its 

historic integrity.  In previous Staff Reports for HAWPs for the subject property, historic preservation staff has 

categorized the resource as everything from Outstanding to Non-Contributing.  Based on the HPC’s previous 

HAWP approvals, Staff concludes that this property has been considered Non-Contributing since its construction 33 
years ago.   
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Fig. 1: 10110 Day Ave. is at the edge of the historic district.  
 

PROPOSAL 
 

The applicant proposes enclosing the existing screened-in porch and replacing the existing porch decking.   
 

APPLICABLE GUIDELINES: 

 
When reviewing alterations and new construction within the Capitol View Park Historic District several 

documents are to be utilized as guidelines to assist the Commission in developing their decision. These 

documents include the Approved & Adopted Sector Plan for Capitol View & Vicinity (Sector Plan), 
Montgomery County Code Chapter 24A (Chapter 24A), and the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for 

Rehabilitation (Standards).  The pertinent information in these documents is outlined below. 

 
Approved & Adopted Sector Plan for Capitol View & Vicinity (Sector Plan) 

 
Spatial: Spatial resources are unimproved parcels of land which visually and aesthetically 

contribute to the setting of the historic district, and which can be regarded as extensions of the 

environmental settings of the significant historic resources.   
 

Nominal (1936-1981):  These houses themselves are of no architectural of [sic] historical 

significance, but through their contiguity to the significant resources have some interest to the 
historic district.   
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Montgomery County Code; Chapter 24A-8 
(a) The commission shall instruct the director to issue a permit, or issue a permit subject to such 

conditions as are found to be necessary to insure conformity with the purposes and requirements 
of this chapter, if it finds that: 

(1) The proposal will not substantially alter the exterior features of an historic site or historic 

resource within an historic district; or 
(2) The proposal is compatible in character and nature with the historical, archeological, 

architectural or cultural features of the historic site or the historic district in which an historic 

resource is located and would not be detrimental thereto or to the achievement of the 
purposes of this chapter; or 

(d) In the case of an application for work on an historic resource located within an historic district, 
the commission shall be lenient in its judgment of plans for structures of little historical or design 

significance or for plans involving new construction, unless such plans would seriously impair the 

historic or architectural value of surrounding historic resources or would impair the character of 
the historic district.  

 

Secretary of Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation 

2. The historic character of a property shall be retained and preserved. The removal of historic 

materials or alteration of features and spaces that characterize a property shall be avoided. 
9. New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction shall not destroy historic materials 

that characterize the property. The new work shall be differentiated from the old and shall be 

compatible with the massing, size, scale, and architectural features to protect the historic integrity 
of the property and its environment. 

10. New additions and adjacent or related new construction shall be undertaken in such a manner that 

if removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the historic property and its 
environment would be unimpaired. 

 
STAFF DISCUSSION 

 

The applicant proposes to enclose the existing screened-in porch and to replace the decking on the rear 
deck.  Staff finds that both of these features are on the back of a non-historic resource at the edge of the 

historic district and will not have a significant impact on the historic character of the surrounding district.  

The existing screened-in porch is in the northeast corner of the house.  It has a hipped roof and a simple 
wood frame to enclose the space.  It appears to be original to the house (1987).  The applicant proposes 

installing a new wood frame with a wood bulkhead and wood casement windows for year-round use.  
Staff finds that this alteration will have no impact on the character of the house or the surrounding district.  

Additionally, Staff finds that the design will utilize a high proportion of glazing, maintaining the character 

of a screened-in porch.  No changes are proposed for the roof.  Staff recommends the approval of the 
porch enclosure under 24A-8(d).  
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Figure 1: Detail of the site.  The enclosed porch and rear deck are on the north side of the house shown in the red circle. 

The other proposed change is to expand the existing rear deck to expand the northwest corner of the deck 
and replace the deck surface with a new composite surface (Aertis).  The existing rear deck has Trex 

decking.  The deck is close enough to the ground that it does not require a railing.  

 
The expansion of the rear deck in the northeast corner will not be seen from the right-of-way, because this 

section of the deck is on grade and will be obscured by the existing deck to the east.  Staff finds this 
increase in lot coverage will not impact the character of the lot or the district.  Staff recognizes that the 

HPC generally requires rear decks to be wood.  However, in this instance Staff supports the proposal to 

replace the existing composite decking with another composite.  First, Staff supports this change, because 
the existing house is not historic and utilizes many contemporary building materials including the siding, 

windows, and existing rear deck.  Second, the HPC reviewed and approved a HAWP for the deck.  Third, 

the HPC has allowed the replacement of materials on this house with materials that are generally 
disfavored on more significant resources (a 2012 HAWP approved the replacing Masonite siding with 

vinyl).  Staff finds that replacing the deck and enlarging it will not have an impact on the resource or the 
surrounding district and recommends approval under 24A-8(d).  
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Figure 2: 10110 Day Ave. viewed from Capitol View Ave. 

STAFF RECOMMENDATION:  
 

Staff recommends that the Commission approve the HAWP application under the Criteria for Issuance in 

Chapter 24A-8(b), (1) and (2), and (d), having found that the proposal will not substantially alter the 
exterior features of the historic resource and is compatible in character with the district and the purposes 

of Chapter 24A;  

 
and with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation #2, 9, and 10; 

 
and with the general condition that the applicant shall present the 3 permit sets of drawings, if 

applicable, to Historic Preservation Commission (HPC) staff for review and stamping prior to 

submission for the Montgomery County Department of Permitting Services (DPS) building permits;  
 

and with the general condition that final project design details, not specifically delineated by the 

Commission, shall be approved by HPC staff or brought back to the Commission as a revised HAWP 
application at staff’s discretion; 

 
and with the general condition that the applicant shall notify the Historic Preservation Staff if they 

propose to make any alterations to the approved plans.  Once the work is completed the applicant will 

contact the staff person assigned to this application at 301-563-3400 or 
dan.bruechert@montgomeryplanning.org to schedule a follow-up site visit. 

mailto:dan.bruechert@montgomeryplanning.org





















